PPC Case Study:
How to increase the online presence
of a well-known offline brand

Client
LC Waikiki is an international retailer of clothes for the whole family. The retail chain consists
of more than 1.000 stores represented in 48 countries around the world. The brand's philosophy
is "Everyone deserves to dress well".

Tasks
increase the brand's online presence;
ensure the growth of a new audience;
reach the set level of sales, maintaining a positive ROAS.

Initial Data
LC Waikiki is a well-known brand in Ukraine: the first offline stores appeared 7 years ago. In 2018, the
brand decided to launch an online store in Ukraine. Featuring women's, men's, children's clothes,
accessories and shoes, as well as maternity clothes and household goods.

Solution
To increase the online presence of the LC Waikiki brand and ensure the growth of a new audience, the
AIDA model was chosen. It corresponded to the tasks we faced at the initial stage.

Tell Ukrainian users that
LC Waikiki has launched
an online store.

Support the interest towards
the brand and reveal its main
advantages.

Encourage users to make a
purchase.

Offer users the products
they are interested in.
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Tools: Display campaigns on
Google Ads and targeted
advertising on Facebook

Tools: Video advertising,
GDN, Facebook.

D

Tools: Shopping, Smart
Shopping, DSA

A

Tools: Dynamic
remarketing, RLSA
campaigns

Increasing brand awareness on the Internet.
Work with media and search campaigns
8 August 2019

FREE SHIPPING TILL
JULY 22

 

At the first stage it was necessary
to declare that the brand has gone
online. To that end, we launched a
large media campaign on Google
Ads and a new user campaign on
Facebook Ads.
We used custom audiences by
interests, audiences of involved
buyers and created look-a-like
audiences similar to website
visitors in different segments
(users who placed an order or
added a product to the cart).



 
Shop now

https://youtu.be/0bxPtk_VEPo

To collect the generated demand,
we launched brand campaigns

lc waikiki ukraine

Images

[About 835 000 results (0.53 seconds)
Ads. www.lcwaikiki.ua/ 0800 201 529

LC Waikiki Official Website – Waikiki Online Clothing Store
Spring collection for women, men and children are already available on the website. Shop now!
Individual approach to each client. User’s Personal Cabinet.
Clothes for Men. Clothes for Women. Discounts for Girls. Discounts for Man

Branded traffic grew by + 284%.
Other time range: April 1-30, 2020

Clicks

Compared to: July 1-31, 2019

Development of categories.
Search campaigns and dynamic remarketing
At the first stage, it was decided to launch only advertising campaigns on keyword categories to acquaint the
audience with the product and identify its needs. After the user came to the website through general queries,
remarketing was set up for them.

The main ways to buy were as follows:
GDN

BRAND REQUEST

SEARCH CAMPAIGN
BY CATEGORIES ON THE SITE

LC WAIKIKI SITE

CATEGORY SEARCH /
SHOPPING CAMPAIGNS

LC WAIKIKI SITE

CAMPAIGNS FOR
NEW FACEBOOK USERS

LC WAIKIKI SITE

LC WAIKIKI SITE

PURCHASE

LC WAIKIKI SITE

PURCHASE

DYNAMIC REMARKETING
ON FACEBOOK

LC WAIKIKI SITE

PURCHASE

DYNAMIC REMARKETING

GOOGLE BRAND
SEARCH

DYNAMIC REMARKETING

LC WAIKIKI SITE

PURCHASE

Result

+236%

+177%

+124%

Sales on the
LC Waikiki website

Income

Traffic

Reduce the cost
of the transaction
LC Waikiki Printed
Dress...
688 UAH
LeBoutique

LC Waikiki – For
Women–Dress
439 UAH
LC Waikiki UA

Maxi Dress

Silk Dress

749 UAH

599 UAH

loveandlive.ua

gepur.com

We attracted a fairly wide audience
and decided to focus on users with
the intention of buying.
To optimise the budget and reduce
the cost of transactions, we left
DSA, Shopping, Smart Shopping
campaigns. Dynamic remarketing
on Facebook worked on a regular
basis.

During the promotions, media campaigns were connected
to Google Ads and Facebook.

For example, on Black Friday,
this strategy allowed us to
increase the number of
transactions by + 302% and
increase revenue by + 323%.

28-30
NOVEMBER
ONLINE ONLY

up
to

OFF

In order to optimise our advertising campaigns, we have disabled search category
campaigns and replaced them with RLSA campaigns.

RLSA (Remarketing Lists for Search Ads) - use of remarketing
lists for search ads. The tool allows you to change bids and
advertisements based on the behaviour of the user who visits
the site repeatedly.
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Result
CPA

100 %
75 %

50 %

25 %

0%

General results
A well-developed promotion strategy and the selection of optimal tools for paid traffic channels in less than a
year helped to increase brand awareness online and ensure constant growth of a new audience.
Transactions on LC Waikiki's website grew by 10 times, in proportion to revenue.
Such a result was also achieved thanks to the wide online store assortment, its constant replenishment with new
positions, and regular deliveries to the warehouse.

Traffic

Transactions

Income by

ROAS

+185%

+244%

219%

775%

With the advent of quarantine, the brand had to close their offline stores and optimise all work processes
shortly. Under the new conditions, the LC Waikiki team tried, first of all, to take care of their customers,
therefore, reduced the minimum order amount available for free shipping from the online store and increased
the time for returning any goods.
This approach, together with well-designed brand campaigns, has helped to retain users who already bought
online and attract new customers who did not order products online before the quarantine period.

